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Scope of Criminal Law and Criminal Sanctions

Abstract

This paper considers why some harm-generating activities are controlled by criminal law and criminal sanctions while others are subject to some other mechanism such as civil law, administrative law, regulation or the tax system. It looks at the question from the perspective of the law and economics approach. We seek to identify the comparative benefits of using the criminal law relative to other enforcement mechanisms and – more broadly – why certain specific behaviours are criminalized. The paper argues that an economic approach emphasizing the relative merits of alternative legal instruments for bringing about harm reduction can provide an explanation for a number of recent legal developments. It argues also that the willingness of legislators to combine the use of sanctions traditionally used in one area of the law with sanctions from other areas is more readily explicable in economic terms than in other terms.
1. Introduction

Why are certain acts or omissions subject to the criminal law or to criminal sanctions while others that appear equally harmful are not? The purpose of this paper is to contrast a legal approach to this question with the approach used in economics and particularly in the ‘law and economics’ literature. We argue that the principal difference between the two perspectives is that the legal approach tends to focus on the characteristics of harm-creating activities whilst the economic approach tends to focus on the relative merits of criminal law as a means of controlling the volume of harm produced.

Few things are universally regarded as a crime. There are variations both through time\(^2\) and across space in what is criminalized.\(^3\) Criminal behaviour is a matter that is culturally and historically bound. Still the question arises why, if society is to control some kind of behaviour, this is best done through the criminal law. Decisions about the activities to be prevented or deterred are separable from the choice of legal instrument for control. Many legal devices, such as civil remedies or administrative actions, are alternatives to, or complements to, the criminal law. The benefits of using criminal law need to be compared with those of other control mechanisms. The choice of control mechanism is thus inextricably linked with the broader issue of whether a particular type of behaviour is criminalized.

\(^2\) For instance in the Middle Ages it was common to hold trials of animals and until recently in Belgium (and still today in other countries, including some North-American states) adultery was criminalized.

\(^3\) One could refer to criminalization of activities with an ethical overtone such as abortion and gambling, and also to differences in criminalization with respect to the use of alcohol and certain kinds of drugs.
Our analysis is largely positive and seeks to avoid normative statements concerning the use of the criminal law. We argue that the law and economics approach may be useful in predicting circumstances in which criminal law or criminal sanctions might emerge as a preferred instrument as well as why it is (or has been) used for controlling some activities but not others.

Some theories supporting use of criminal law in fact merely provide arguments in favour of using a public enforcement and sanctioning mechanism. There are mechanisms other than the criminal law that can fulfil this function. We therefore also address the question of the extent to which criteria for applying alternative mechanisms, such as regulation, may also be relevant for a theory of criminalization. We argue that there are two stages in the test for criminalisation. The first stage (necessary but not sufficient) is that the activity should be harmful. The second stage is that the criminal law should be a more efficient means of controlling the activity than other means.\textsuperscript{4} We see criminal law as a system having the following features: 1. conditions for using the criminal law are \textit{ex ante} defined in public legislation or in common law (there is a pre-commitment by the state against \textit{ex post facto} criminal laws essentially to avoid abuse); 2. criminal law is governed by rules and not standards; 3. criminal law can be applied primarily on the request of a public agent.

\textsuperscript{4} These other means may be primarily other legal instruments but they may also be non-legal instruments such as social norms. We use the term ‘efficient’ to convey the idea that the cost of a control mechanism may play a role in the criminalization decision as well as its efficacy in preventing the harmful behaviour.
(prosecutor or agency); 4. sanctions are imposed by impartial judges and 5. criminal sanctions may include non-monetary sanctions, particularly imprisonment.\(^5\)

We believe that these features distinguish criminal law from other sanctioning systems like private law (where both enforcement and sanctioning is different) and from administrative law. The latter system usually also allows a prosecution by an administrative agency, but there is imposition of sanctions by administrative agencies (not necessarily an impartial judge) and the imposition of a prison sanction is usually excluded from administrative systems. Of course there are grey areas, for instance where victims may seek the private prosecution of criminal offences, but these are precisely the sorts of areas of interest for our analysis.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a legal perspective on why particular acts are defined as crimes. Section 3 presents the economic approach to crime and discusses the economic reasons for criminalization. Section 4 presents some examples of the application of the economic approach. Section 5 concludes.

2. Legal perspective

We review first the treatment in criminal law doctrine of the question why certain kinds of behaviour are made subject to the criminal law.

2.1 What is a criminal act?

\(^5\) Other sanctions such as specific prohibitions may also be included here e.g. orders prohibiting individuals from engaging in certain activities such as driving or attending football matches.
A criminal act is one defined as such by the penal code or the statutes. It is an act prohibited, prosecuted and punished by criminal law. Criminal law specifies the acts and omissions that are regarded as a criminal act. There is no simple, universal legal definition of a criminal act, but some notions are common. First, a criminal act does public harm, possibly on a substantial scale. In addition, there is a ‘third party interest’ in the harm. The prospect of repetition causes citizens to incur costs in the form of feelings of apprehension and/or motivation to take precautions against becoming victims themselves of such harm in the future. In the case of torts the nature of the harm is (at least in part) private whereas with crimes the harm is (at least in part) public. This difference is expressed by the fact that a tort action is brought by the victim (the plaintiff), whereas under criminal law a prosecution is normally brought by the state.

A second important characteristic of legal definitions of a criminal act is that the agent should be aware of the possibility that their action will be, or might be, harmful. The mens rea requirement covers a spectrum of states of mind which includes, but is not limited to, instances where the agent sets out deliberately to harm a particular, identifiable individual. There are gradations in criminal intent which are relevant to guilt and punishment.

---

7 See for the English system, and more particularly the role of the Crown Prosecution Service, A. Ashworth and M. Redmayne, *The Criminal Process* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 3rd ed, 2005) 173 ff. Under the English system, however, prosecutions can be brought privately. Hence, not in all systems is prosecution the sole prerogative of the state.
The person who commits a crime exposes himself to the risk of punishment in some form: a fine in excess of compensation, imprisonment and other forms of curtailing the criminal’s freedom, or even execution in some jurisdictions. Whereas compensation in torts aims to restore the loss to the victim at the expense of the injurer, punishment in criminal law makes the injurer worse off without directly benefiting the victim. Due to the fact that compensation and punishment have different objectives, they can be independent and punishment may be imposed on top of compensation (notwithstanding the double jeopardy principle). Likewise, victims may be compensated by the state through taxpayer-funded schemes.

We note also the distinction between the functions of the criminal law and the functions of sentencing. Without going into this in detail it is clear that various objectives are pursued in sentencing including: deterrence, incapacitation (preventing re-offending at least for a time), rehabilitation, restoration and reparation. The notion of ‘retribution’ in particular plays a central role in sentencing. This is not surprising insofar as the criminal law is conceived as a device to punish deviations from behaviour judged to be consistent with the smooth functioning of society.

---

10 See on the combination of compensation orders with other sanctions: A. Ashworth, *Sentencing and Criminal Justice* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 4th ed, 2005) 298-302. Likewise, confiscation orders may be used to complement sanctions such as imprisonment.

11 These schemes may be specifically related to criminal injuries or they may be generic schemes for compensating victims of injuries and accidents whatever their cause.

12 For the rationale of sentencing see n 9 above, 72-91.

13 Not all legal scholars of course restrict themselves to the retributive notion of criminalization. Restoration and reparation, for example, have most recently been brought up by the ‘community justice’ and ‘restorative justice’ movements, although they have not been much considered nor discussed by a majority of lawyers. For an argument that they are wrong in neglecting them see: M. Tonry, ‘Obsolescence and Immanence in Criminal Law Theory’ (2005) 105 *Columbia Law Review*. 
Criminalization, in this setting, is intended to reflect social disapproval, not an attempt to ensure that an injured party is compensated. The right of the state to punish derives from the idea that the citizen has given up some rights of self-defence in exchange for protection by the state.\textsuperscript{14}

Various prescriptions for criminalization are provided in the literature. First, the principles of individual autonomy and of welfare are advanced on the basis that individuals should be respected and treated as agents capable of choosing their acts and omissions.\textsuperscript{15} This is related to Hart’s famous principle that an individual should not be held criminally liable unless he had the capacity and a fair opportunity to do otherwise.\textsuperscript{16} A consequence is that people’s autonomy may not be infringed unless to protect or promote the autonomy of those people or others. This may lead to a minimalist approach towards the use of the criminal law.\textsuperscript{17}

A second line of thought, also found in England but especially in German legal doctrine, is that criminalization should be reserved for the most serious attacks directed at the most important interests.\textsuperscript{18} This is in line with German legal dogmatics where the goal of the criminal law is to protect legal values or interests.\textsuperscript{19}

This theory is also used by Von Hirsch and Jarenborg in order to identify the type of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item\textsuperscript{17} n 6 above, 28-30.
\item\textsuperscript{18} n 6 above, 35. This is in line with the argument that the criminal law should be used only as a last resort, even though Husak recently argued that the application of this last resort principle is unlikely to bring about sweeping changes in criminalization; see D. Husak, ‘The Criminal Law as Last Resort’ (2004) 24 \textit{Oxford Journal of Legal Studies}, 207-235.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
interests that ought to be protected by the criminal law. Increasing recognition of the importance of the protection of collective values and interests as well as of individual values and interests underpins the legal doctrine used to argue, for instance, that protection of environmental values should be extended via application of the criminal law. The task of assessing the seriousness of offences is, however, considered quite complex and problematic and therefore this approach may not necessarily explain why certain interests are to be protected by the criminal law.

A third approach relies on the harm principle. Criminalization may be necessary to prevent hurt or offence to citizens. Related to this harm principle is also the so-called minimalist approach which argues that criminalization should be reserved for the most serious invasions of interests and for when other forms of social control (civil liability, administrative regulation) may not suffice.

This minimalist approach can also be found in continental legal doctrine where it has often been argued that the criminal law should, at the practical level, only be a means of last resort (a so-called ultima ratio). These scholars point to some inherent weaknesses in the criminal law, for instance lack of capacity and expertise, and argue that the criminal law should only be used when other social control mechanisms

---

22 n 6 above, 41.
24 n 6 above, 33-37.
However, it is also recognized that sometimes criminalization may occur purely for symbolic reasons, even though this may not directly correspond with the harm principle.\textsuperscript{26} Moreover, reliance on the harm principle can not only be found in criminal law, but e.g. also in tort law. Hence, this harm principle cannot be used to distinguish criminal law from other legal instruments like tort.

A fourth, and traditionally important, argument in favour of criminalization is that criminal behaviour is immoral. Devlin defended in ‘The Enforcement of Morals’ (1965) the proposition that the primary function of the criminal law was to maintain public morality.\textsuperscript{27} This led to intense debate in legal doctrine and even before the House of Lords.\textsuperscript{28} However the view that it is the function of the criminal law to enforce morality is in decline. Not all rules of social morality are subject to enforcement by the criminal law (lying, adultery) and some behaviour may formally constitute an offence (speeding), but is not necessarily considered as immoral.

We conclude that the legal approach does not seem to be able (nor aim) to provide a satisfactory and complete answer as to why certain acts are criminalized and others not. Changing beliefs and attitudes about the rights and responsibilities of citizens find expression in changes in both legislation and judicial interpretation. Criminalization does not reflect any solid, unchanging body of doctrine: it is a

\textsuperscript{25} This can be found \textit{inter alia} in the works of Dutch criminal legal scholars: L. Hulsman, \textit{Handhaving van Recht} (Deventer: Kluwer, 1965); L. Hulsman, \textit{Afscheid van het Strafrecht. Een Pleidooi voor Zelfregulering} (Houten: Het Wereldvenster, 1986); Th. de Roos, \textit{Strafbaarstelling van Economische Delicten} (Arnhem: Gouda Quint, 1987) and others.

\textsuperscript{26} n 6 above, 36.

\textsuperscript{27} P. Devlin, \textit{The Enforcement of Morals} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965).

\textsuperscript{28} n 6 above, 42-46; n 8 above, 9-11.
response to what society deems to be acceptable and does not itself provide an explanation for these variations.\(^{29}\)

The principal weakness of this position from an economic perspective is that it makes it difficult to predict how law will change. It is usually possible to look back and to produce explanations with the benefit of hindsight, but this avoids the challenge of prediction. But it is clearly an improvement on the notion that a crime is determined simply by what the criminal law says is a crime.\(^{30}\) Of course economics is far from being the only social science offering an alternative view of the purpose of criminal law and criminal sanctions. Pressure of space precludes a comparison with perspectives from other disciplines.\(^{31}\)

3. Economic arguments

Economics treats criminal law as one of the mechanisms for controlling potentially harmful activities. Criminal law competes with alternatives such as civil law, administrative law, private co-operation and excise taxes as a means of helping prevent those activities, and only those activities, which impose social costs that exceed their social benefits.\(^{32}\) The basic criterion is that, given the structure of the costs and benefits, criminal law is used if it enables society to get closer to a socially optimal level of harmful activity. The appropriate domain for the use of criminal law is thus determined pragmatically by the costs and benefits of using criminal law tools relative to those of using non-criminal instruments.

\(^{29}\) n 8, 9.
\(^{31}\) There is a vast literature about criminalisation constructed in terms of the contest between political, social and economic forces that is beyond the scope of the present article.
Much of the economic literature relies on conjectures about the effect on potentially criminal behaviour of institutions such as criminal law. It asks: do potential delinquents or injurers change their behaviour in response to different legal policy alternatives? But the deterrent capacity of criminal law is not the object of attention in this paper. A more relevant strand of the literature has pursued the optimal choice between private and public enforcement. However the economic characterisation of the choice as between relying on private prosecution (with particular reference to tort and contractual liability) or on public prosecution (usually assumed to be criminal liability, but in fact also including other forms of public enforcement such as administrative law) has not been completely satisfactory. Probably the most comprehensive and ambitious existing economic theory of ‘why criminal law?’ is proposed by Richard Posner. He argues that the fundamental difference between torts and crime is that both punish behaviour that bypasses existing markets but that, whereas crimes are purely coercive transfers, torts are accidents of productive activities. He immediately acknowledges that there are several important counter-examples. Moreover, this distinction (coercive transfer or


not) cannot explain why particular activities are criminalised and others not. We therefore prefer to rely on the role of the victims and the nature or magnitude of harm to determine the efficiency of using criminal law sanctions.

Once we understand the use of public enforcement, it is relevant to distinguish between criminal and administrative law (or any other forms of public enforcement that do not rely on criminal law). Economics has argued for criminalization when certain conditions are satisfied.

3.1. Why Public Enforcement?

The economics of enforcement is about the control of ‘negative externalities’ where one person’s actions impinge negatively on one or more third parties. Discharging noxious smoke from a factory is a negative externality if the smoke adversely affects neighbours. If, however, the factory owner is made liable for compensating victims of the damage or faces administrative or criminal sanctions for discharging smoke then the consequences become internalised to calculations about whether to build the factory or how much smoke to produce. A central concern in the law and economics literature is the structure of the compliance incentives created by the alternative instruments, whether used singly or in combination.

In fact, the economics of crime is quite loose in its use of the word ‘crime’, certainly not always following the precise legal meaning. In the economic perspective, crime will generally involve non-consensual harm, whether to someone else or to society as
a whole. Theft from a person may affect just the individual victim. But criminal damage to public property, for example, may affect all residents in an area. In many instances there will be costs for both a second party (victim) and other third parties (individuals who are affected in some way but would not regard themselves as the principal direct victims). A physical attack or burglary committed against a person has substantial implications for the injured person but may also have an external impact on other citizens who respond by taking additional precautions.

Decisions about the choice of control device (including instruments which are sometimes loosely and incorrectly described as ‘criminal law’ by economists) will be based on assessment of a set of characteristics: the social value of compliance (that is, internalisation of externality) by direct comparison of benefits to the offender and costs to the injured parties; enforcement technology (including the costs of damage monitoring and reporting and the costs of enforcing punishment); the relative costs to different groups (including the taxpayer, victims and witnesses of activities) of employing or triggering the devices to control or minimize negative externalities (in particular, the impact of asymmetries of information on behaviour of different parties); and processes through which decisions are made about the choice of enforcement mechanism (the political economy of law enforcement). The extensive literature on optimal law enforcement recommends different sanctioning policies depending on the relative characteristics of the acts and the parties.

Whatever the optimal degree of internalisation of a negative externality, there is debate about whether it is more efficiently achieved by private or public enforcement. There is a vast literature extending the seminal work of Coase (1960) on how a privately-negotiated solution to negative externalities is better than the
traditional Pigou taxation approach. In the realm of criminal and civil liability, we cannot simply say that private enforcement is a Coasian solution (because, for example, litigation takes place in state courts) while public enforcement is a Pigou approach (since, for example, in criminal law there may be plea-bargaining). Nevertheless, the debate over public versus private enforcement has been presented as an argument about whether there is justification for state intervention, that is, whether the determination of the sanction imposed for offences should be a concern for the state.

Building on the Coasian approach to externalities, public enforcement is justified when there are high transaction costs between parties and hence a private solution is likely to fail.

We look at several reasons for these high transaction costs, namely intent, imperfect detection by direct victims (collective action problem), low detection rate (enforcement technology), and judgment proof-ness or insolvency (need of enforcing imprisonment). We also consider the compensatory versus punitive nature of law enforcement.

A critical characteristic of criminal law as a control device from an economic perspective is that it enables a range of sanctions to be imposed on the transgressor that are not available using other instruments. Sanctions such as imprisonment impose high personal opportunity costs, and thus potentially represent a greater

---


37 We note however that imprisonment has not always been a sanction preserved exclusively, or even principally, for matters today regarded as crimes. Charles Dickens’ father, John, for example spent time in a debtors’ prison.
deterrent than monetary sanctions. Such sanctions are, however, often costly to impose and have little if any compensatory power from a victim’s perspective. They can be imposed only after lengthy and costly hearings to protect the interests of innocent defendants. From a victim’s perspective the costs of using such an instrument might be disproportionate to the private returns, leaving it as something which is, or may be, worthwhile only from a collective perspective.

The aim is to provide an economic explanation for the boundary between private and public law enforcement. Richard Epstein, for example, sees the distinction between criminal and tort law as basically driven by ideological considerations concerning state intervention (expansion of liability is driven by government), first as developed in common law and then later by statute law. In his view, it is critical to recognize that many of today’s law enforcement problems arise from the overall expansion of liability (both civil and criminal) to criminalize types of conduct that had been unquestionably legal before the passage of new law. Therefore, theories that concentrate on the role of mens rea in determining criminal liability (a point we develop later) or the reach of proximate causation in determining civil liability miss the central point, namely which conducts should be punished. Hence, in his view, we should constrain the scope of both criminal and civil liability, possibly shrinking both domains simultaneously. Secondly, we should avoid overlapping them because of over-deterrence, a point we emphasise later. To support his theory, Epstein remarks that today the state spends more time on enforcing administrative regulations than
criminal law, a point in our view related to the financial advantages of administrative penalties for the state.\textsuperscript{38}

Nevertheless, economists have often pointed at the weaknesses of the private law in dealing with externalities. Shavell’s criteria for safety regulation indicate that regulatory approaches are warranted when public authorities have better information on risk reduction, when potential injurers face insolvency or when there will be no deterrent effect from a liability suit (e.g. because of problems of latency, causation or proof).\textsuperscript{39} These criteria are important since they indicate that in some cases regulatory solutions may be more effective in controlling externalities than private law. They may point in the direction of criminal law, but not necessarily. Regulatory solutions can in some cases also be enforced through administrative sanctions.

We turn now to a detailed discussion of the elements that are relevant from an economic perspective.

\subsection{Mens Rea}

The notion of \textit{mens rea}, is an essential element of a crime, as discussed in section 2.1 above. However, this does not necessarily mean that intent, in the sense that the actor must have wished the harmful consequences, is always a condition for applying the


criminal law. Intent (deliberate causing of harm) is just one extreme on a continuum that has negligence (failure to take care) as its other extreme and includes recklessness (conscious disregard for risk) somewhere in between. The economic analysis of (potentially) harm-generating activity implicitly assumes that actors are conscious of the scale of damage they are doing, or might be doing, whether the damage is a certain consequence of their action or is just a contingency with a known, or knowable, probability. There may be uncertainty as to the extent of harm that will be caused in a particular instance: critical is that the injurer is aware of the potential for causing harm.

Hence, intent is largely a way of characterising the mental state of an injurer. Since this cannot be accurately or cheaply observed by enforcers after the event, it represents a comparatively weak basis for public enforcement in general, and an economic analysis of criminal law in particular.40 A further difficulty is that there are some perfectly lawful activities in which a person is behaving in a way that is known to be potentially harmful to second or third parties. Hence, we believe that the notion that crimes might be distinguished from other acts by virtue of the element of intent is in practice not a very useful criterion. Not only may negligent actions sometimes also be intentional (and nevertheless not fall under the scope of the criminal law, the

40 See T. Miceli, *The Economic Approach to Law* (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004) ch 9. See also n 34 above on providing an economic justification for the use of intent in criminal law. We depart from Posner’s original argument by taking a skeptical tone concerning his economic explanation of intent. We take the view that the reciprocity argument is more promising.
so-called intentional torts) but also there are many regulatory offences that fall under
the scope of the criminal law and yet do not require intent.\footnote{In case of these regulatory
offences many legal systems often merely require that the perpetrator
knowingly violated the law and that no grounds of excuse or justification are available.}

Nevertheless economics can make sense of intent and public law enforcement if we
take account of negative reciprocity that increases transaction costs. If harm is
imposed deliberately, it is less likely that injurer and injured are willing to engage in
private negotiation. Accidental harm by contrast does not entail animosity towards
the injured party, and therefore private enforcement is more likely to be efficient.\footnote{See W.M.
International Review of Law and Economics, 127-154.}

3.1.2 Imperfect detection by victims

A typical argument for public enforcement considers the incentives of victims after
the event to mobilise enforcement devices that communicate efficient signals to
potential harmers. There are a number of strands to this argument:

(i) victims may not have the right incentive to prosecute: they want compensation
and do not care about general deterrence, also there might be a collective action
problem if the expected return from prosecution is quite low,\footnote{See S. Shavell, ‘The Fundamental
Divergence between the Private and Social Motive to Use the Legal System’ (1997) 26 Journal of Legal
Studies, 575-612. On optimal precaution by victims, see N. Garoupa, ‘Optimal Law Enforcement when Victims are Rational
Players’ (2001) 2 Economics of Governance, 231-242.}
(ii) victims may not have the right information: enforcers know better or victims do not even recognize that they are victims;\textsuperscript{44}

(iii) victims may not have the right technology: they do not have economies of scale\textsuperscript{45} or profit-orientation would not lead to efficient detection;\textsuperscript{46}

(iv) victims might not be able to intervene ex ante to stop the harmful activity from taking place: regulatory intervention is more effective than private injunction;

(v) victims or witnesses of crimes might be deterred from engaging in private prosecution (or even reporting an action to the police) if they fear retaliation.\textsuperscript{47}

Moreover, in many cases there may not be an easily identifiable victim at all (as with bribery or corruption). In some cases an entire community may be victimised (environmental pollution) but no individual victim will have sufficient incentives to sue.

\textsuperscript{44} n 32 above.
\textsuperscript{45} n 32 above.
\textsuperscript{47} n 32 above.
Another argument about public enforcement (in particular, criminal law) concerns the provision of focal points that help victims to take the right precautions and reduce asymmetry of information concerning preferences or harm. In many cases, individuals are not very sure about how to react to certain types of behaviour (for example, so-called ‘anti-social behaviour’). The state provides the necessary device to coordinate actions. Hence public enforcement has an expressive role.\(^{48}\) A serious limitation of this theory is that the mechanism by which individuals understand and process the information provided by focal points is not as yet well understood.

Some scholars argue that public enforcement aims at expropriating from victims the compensation (or even rents) that could be extracted by private bargaining. Public enforcement may have the effect of generating money for the state at the expense of victims. There are different specifications of rent-seeking theories of public enforcement, but mostly they show that the use of fines or property forfeiture might reveal some hidden objective in directly regulating negative externalities.\(^{49}\) However, the use of imprisonment (and other non-monetary sanctions), the existence of criminal injury compensation schemes and also the availability of private actions alongside criminal prosecution reveals that the state is not just a Leviathan. If it were, we should observe a substitution of monetary for non-monetary sanctions to the


21
fullest possible extent, a policy recommended by some but hardly consistent with the actual use of non-monetary sanctions: these are quite costly but still widely used.

In sum, imperfect detection by victims provides a serious argument for state intervention in order to achieve efficient control of negative externalities. We should nevertheless recognize that for some specific injuries (those with well-identified victims and for which asymmetries of information are not so likely), it is a puzzle why we should rely on public enforcement from this perspective.

3.1.3 Enforcement technology

Another and probably very powerful reason that has been advanced in the economics literature in favour of the use of public enforcement is that in some cases there may be a relatively high degree of damage and a relatively low chance of catching the offender. The economic theory of crime and punishment is grounded on the deterrence viewpoint, according to which threatening a potential criminal with serious punishment, such as imprisonment or high fines, will deter the intended crime. So why use public law? The argument is that a similar deterrent effect could not be achieved through the use of other legal instruments such as tort law.

The only risk that a potential criminal runs under a liability rule is that he will have to pay compensation equal to the amount of damage caused. With economic offences or environmental crime, for example, the probability of being caught for violation of

51 n 32 above.
a regulatory norm is often much lower than 100% and so there will be significant under-deterrence, as was the case with imperfect detection by victims. Deterrence only works if the sanction is much higher than the amount of damage being caused. Thus a probability of detection substantially less than one hundred percent is a powerful argument in favour of using public law to deter offences.\textsuperscript{52}

In some areas of crime, such as prostitution or drug dealing, there is no obvious ‘victim’ wanting to file a complaint. In addition the offence may be repeated frequently while a prosecution can normally only be brought in relation to specific instances for which evidence is produced. As we have shown in recent papers on the treatment of illegal gain, the enforcement response may be to use a combination of both criminal and civil procedures allowing for the confiscation of the gains from illegal activity without the prosecution having to demonstrate the link between accumulated wealth and individual crimes or deals.\textsuperscript{53} Moreover, the existence of ‘victimless crime’ (where externalities are generated that affect society at large but no individual victim has an incentive to sue) is more generally an argument in favour of public enforcement.

\subsection*{3.1.4 Compensation vs. Punitive Nature of Enforcement}


A typical argument for public intervention for controlling externalities is that the internalisation of harm via civil law is imperfect. Civil law, particularly tort law, never guarantees the victim full compensation. This would require that the victim be indifferent \textit{ex ante} as to whether he is (a) injured and compensated or (b) not injured.\textsuperscript{54} This is only possible if civil law can completely compensate the victim for the harm caused. However, even if the victim receives substantial financial compensation this will never put him in the position he was in before the accident occurred. Hence, the amount that will be awarded under civil law is often too low to guarantee effective deterrence from an economic point of view.\textsuperscript{55} Some have argued that the goal of criminal law in these types of cases is not to compensate, but primarily to deter. Robert Cooter has articulated this viewpoint by claiming that in civil law individuals in principle have the right to cause damage to someone else, on the condition that they are willing to pay the price for that damage, i.e. to compensate the victim. Criminal law, however, aims to prohibit certain anti-social behaviour even if the offender were willing to pay the price in the form of compensation to the victim. Therefore, Cooter has argued, whereas civil law fixes a price for behaviour in the form of a sanction, criminal law simply wishes to deter by imposing sanctions.\textsuperscript{56}

Whether the main problem with tort law is the limit on compensation to the victim or a low detection rate, the solution is to increase compensation payable by the injurer

\textsuperscript{54} In unilateral acts, if the victim is also able to reduce the probability of harm, then some under-compensation might be optimal to solve the moral hazard problem. There is nevertheless a trade-off since under-compensation of victims also reduces injurers’ incentives.


\textsuperscript{56} n 36 above.
under tort law. That is precisely the idea behind the concept of ‘punitive damages’ as an alternative to criminalization.\(^{57}\) Such legal policy is quite controversial because it introduces characteristics of criminal punishment into civil procedures: in particular it dilutes the distinction between punishment in criminal law and compensation in civil law.\(^{58}\) Also, it seems clear that ‘punitive damages’ are applied in many situations where the probability of detection and punishment is quite high, thus possibly creating over-deterrence.\(^{59}\)

For many legal scholars the distinction between civil and criminal law is precisely based on whether the principal consequence of a conviction is compensation of the victim or punishment of the offender.\(^{60}\) Therefore the boundary between private and public law should be determined by the nature of the conviction, compensatory versus punitive. David Friedman\(^{61}\) presents a powerful critique. Although it is tempting to frame the distinction between tort and crime as a problem of combining private versus public prosecution in conjunction with punishment versus compensation, prevention versus pricing, and moral stigma, Friedman shows that there are many examples that undermine a clear correlation between all these characteristics. We therefore argue that the nature of compensatory versus punitive


actions is not the best way of thinking about the boundary between private and public law.

3.2 Why Criminal Law?

Public enforcement of the law might be appropriate where criminalization is one form of public enforcement. Criminal law and criminal sanctions are just one mechanism for dealing with externalities. Other legal institutions are potential competitors whilst there is generally the option of taking no action and relying on non-legal devices such as social or religious norms or some form of private negotiation to fill the void. In distinguishing between criteria for regulation and criteria for criminalization, there is unavoidably some overlap.

As far as the difference between civil liability and regulation is concerned there is the economic literature on safety regulation, discussed in the introduction to this section. However, this literature only points in the direction of regulation: it does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that this ex ante regulation should necessarily be enforced through the criminal law.

So far we have advanced arguments to show that, in some cases, civil law cannot provide an adequate deterrent to socially harmful behaviour. Apart from the use of imprisonment, we have not provided any major argument for criminal law over administrative law. We argued that, especially when there is imperfect detection by victims and when the probability of detection is low, public enforcement should be

62 In addition to the well-known work of Shavell (at n 39 above) in this respect we can also point, inter alia, to D. Wittman, ‘Prior Regulation versus Post Liability: The Choice between Input and Output Monitoring’ (1977) 6 Journal of Legal Studies, 193-211.
used since only this system will allow the imposition of high, deterrent sanctions. The question, however, still arises why these sanctions should necessarily take the form of the criminal law, where the sanction can include imprisonment. If the sanctions to be imposed were limited to (modest) fines in theory these could also be imposed via administrative law. We argue, however, that there are economic reasons for not having high sanctions (high fines or imprisonment) imposed by administrative authorities even though the procedure for imposition may be cheaper.

Our reasoning for a boundary between administrative and criminal law is efficiency-driven. We therefore depart from the distinction between administrative and criminal law being based on a distinction between blue and white-collar crime, although Posner argues it makes sense based on the insolvency argument.63

3.2.1 Imprisonment and Other Non-monetary Sanctions

A standard justification for relying on public enforcement is that imprisonment and other non-monetary sanctions (including capital punishment) are involved. In order to explain the use of non-monetary sanctions, and more particularly their added value compared with administrative sanctions or fines, we need to consider the problem of insolvency. The literature has indicated that monetary sanctions can only be used up to the point where the actor becomes insolvent.64 Imprisonment should be used when

---

63 n 34 above.
fines are unable to achieve efficient deterrence.\textsuperscript{65} Such policy should be pursued when the probability of detection is quite low and the likelihood of the defendant being judgment-proof is quite high.

Since raising the probability of detection is costly, the insolvency risk may lead to the need to apply non-monetary sanctions. But why should these not be administrative or even private? Monetary sanctions can in principle be both criminal and administrative in nature. Compensatory and punitive damages are always monetary. Imprisonment cannot be imposed in tort litigation. An administrative agency cannot impose non-monetary sanctions such as imprisonment. Consequently, imprisonment is almost always only available as a criminal sanction, not as an administrative sanction. Thus when acts cannot be deterred by monetary sanctions alone, some form of public enforcement system is required, and criminal law in particular.\textsuperscript{66}

There is yet another economic argument for not wanting very stringent sanctions, such as imprisonment, to be imposed in administrative proceedings. The reason, as Frank Easterbrook has pointed out, is that the goal of criminal and administrative proceedings is simply to uncover all the appropriate information about the facts at the lowest cost possible, and to provide the necessary information for the judge to apply

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{65} n 50 above.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the optimal sanctions. Obviously the cost of administrative proceedings may be lower than that of criminal proceedings, but the accuracy of the latter (where the investigations are often undertaken by professional lawyers) may be a lot higher. This is important because the task of criminal law is not only to apply optimal sanctions to the guilty, but also to avoid punishing the innocent and thereby to reduce error costs. The error cost is obviously a lot higher when very serious non-monetary sanctions, like imprisonment, may be imposed. Thus less costly administrative proceedings are chosen in cases where the consequences (and thus the error cost) will not be too high in the event of wrongful conviction.

Therefore, the reason why imprisonment should be applied only by public law, in particular criminal law, has to do with court errors or miscarriages of justice. The disutility (private and social) of imprisonment is much higher than a monetary fine, hence the cost of wrongful convictions is socially more significant. It requires a higher standard of proof to avoid costly mistakes and criminal law provides the most appropriate setup. Incapacitation is a second line of reasoning to justify the use of imprisonment and thus public law enforcement. When the main goal is

---


68 On the costs of punishing the innocent, see also T. Miceli, ‘Optimal Prosecution of Defendants whose Guilt is Uncertain’ (1990) 6 Journal of Law, Economics and Organization, 189-201.


incapacitation and not deterrence, fines and monetary sanctions are quite ineffective, and hence we need criminal law.\footnote{See S. Shavell, ‘A Model of Optimal Incapacitation’ (1987) 77 American Economic Review, 107-110.}

\subsection*{3.2.2 Stigma}


\subsection*{3.2.3 Enforcement Specialization and Capture}

Administrative authorities often seek to achieve voluntary compliance by an offender through a strategy of co-operation. This can be effective because it makes use of expertise and regulatory specialization, but it has disadvantages as well. It may not provide \textit{ex ante} enough incentives to potential polluters to follow legal requirements. Moreover, problems often arise when attempts at voluntary compliance finally fail following a period during which administrative agencies have been co-operating with
offenders. Administrative authorities often then find themselves with ‘their hands tied’ and unable to act effectively as enforcers against offenders with whom they initially co-operated.

One should, however, be careful about making a generalised judgment to the effect that administrative proceedings would be inefficient because of the risk of collusion between industry and agencies. Proponents of public choice theory have argued that, especially where poorly-informed administrative officials try to control powerful and well-informed enterprises, there is a serious ‘capture risk’, i.e. a danger that some form of collusion will occur, that compliance will not follow and deterrence will fail. However, it is too simple to reject administrative proceedings and the resulting co-operative strategies altogether based on this capture risk.75

A related matter is the separation between investigation and prosecution in criminal procedure but not in administrative enforcement. The issue of separation versus integration balances the specialization gains (including a reduction in errors in evaluating evidence) against the coordination costs (including capture and agency costs). Regulatory agencies are typically industry-specific and tax authorities are quite specialized. Hence, there is no substantial specialization gain in further separation but there could be important costs, in particular significant agency costs.

For the criminal justice system, the specialization is quite justified, because criminal law is more powerful and any mistake is more harmful.\textsuperscript{76}

3.2.4 Coexistence of Systems

We have explained why, from an economic perspective, some activities can only be deterred by using the criminal law. However, the arguments in favour of criminal law do not imply that criminal law is the only instrument for controlling an externality. The basic problem remains that applying the criminal law is very costly relative to alternatives such as private law and administrative law and so in practice a combination of enforcement strategies is often employed. For example, administrative enforcement may be used up to the point where the insolvency of the perpetrator makes it necessary to apply criminal sanctions. In practice, of course, this kind of income-based or wealth-based discrimination will rarely be tolerated. But there certainly are instances where the alternatives are used in tandem. The downside of employing multiple methods is duplication of costs and potential over-deterrence.

Another argument for coexistence is combination of flexibility (of administrative law) and complexity (of criminal law). Since criminal punishment is more costly (with a higher standard of proof) and mistakes are more costly, criminal law should be more transparent and clearer. The downside is that a more comprehensive legal

\textsuperscript{76} We acknowledge that it is a matter of debate if the administrative procedure is less accurate, but it is certainly less rule-governed.
body offers less flexibility and increases complexity. In a dynamic world, we might require a more flexible law (with a lower standard of proof) for certain economic and social activities. But this flexibility requires more specialized interpretation and timely enforcement, and thus administrative rather than criminal law. Administrative law is intrinsically more incomplete than criminal law, and regulatory and administrative agencies have a much more influential role than the police or the prosecutors in shaping the law. Co-existence facilitates a combination of flexibility in some areas and complexity in other areas.

In practice it requires a lot of balancing to discern whether a combination of sanctions is a better solution than using a single instrument. Take the case of an airline company guilty of price fixing. Large externalities may be at stake, but individual victims (every individual paying too much for the ticket) may lack incentives to sue. Since private enforcement will not provide sufficient deterrence public enforcement is indicated. This should, however, not necessarily take the form of the (costly) criminal law. Even though it may be difficult to discover the price fixing between airline companies detection costs for monitoring authorities should not be too excessive. If the probability of detection is still reasonable a monetary sanction (fine) can suffice. Moreover, even if the probability of detection were (given lower enforcement possibilities) substantially lower and thus the fine should be substantially increased (to outweigh this low detection rate) criminal law is not immediately necessary either. This may depend on the solvency of the airline(s) involved. If their financial assets are substantial so that they could even pay the

---

higher fine it could still take the form of an administrative penalty. However, the question then arises if the procedure according to which such a high penalty is imposed can guarantee that error costs are reduced. If that were not the case the criminal law may be indicated because of its higher procedural accuracy. The same conclusion would also be reached if the efficient sanction would be so high as to pass the limits of the airline involved.\footnote{For those reasons the criminal law may be needed to impose non-monetary sanctions (e.g. a prohibition on flying during a certain period) upon the airline. A final issue would be whether the administrative fine would inflict sufficient negative stigma upon the airline involved. Even though administrative sanctions may involve some “naming and shaming”\footnote{The stigma inflicted through criminal law may be more substantial. If, given the specific characteristics of the case, using the criminal law may inflict a reputational loss upon the airline this could also be an element to involve the criminal law.} the stigma inflicted through criminal law may be more substantial. If, given the specific characteristics of the case, using the criminal law may inflict a reputational loss upon the airline this could also be an element to involve the criminal law.}

3.3. A Model of Criminal Law

What seems evident is that there are certain characteristics of activities making them more likely to be the subject of criminal sanctions. We have relied largely on economic reasoning to identify criteria for choosing between regulation and a public sanctioning system on the one hand and use of the criminal law on the other. Our findings thus far, can be summarized as follows:

\footnote{In this particular case one would have to take into account first of all the limited liability of the airline which is undoubtedly organised as a corporation and second the fact that administrative authorities may not be willing to impose ultra-high fines (even if the statute involved would already allow them to do so).

\footnote{A downside of shaming sanctions via administrative law is that error costs may be substantial. See n 70 above.}
Essentially the boundary between private and public law has to do with the role of the victims, not in the narrow sense of compensatory versus punitive intervention, but in a complex setting of appropriate incentives. In cases where (as a result of bounded rationality, significant asymmetries of information, irresponsibility and problems of causation, latency or proof) the deterrent effect of a tort law may fail, regulation and enforcement through the public law becomes necessary; When there is imperfect detection by victims (where damage is diffuse in character) again private law remedies may not suffice and an intervention of a regulation with public law sanctions will be necessary; When an *ex ante* prohibition of certain behaviour seems more desirable than allowing the perpetrator to commit the harm and pay the corresponding price a prohibition enforced with public sanctions is more appropriate; Where the probability of detection is low, the corresponding sanction should be higher than the damage to society (or the benefit to the perpetrator) in order to outweigh the low detection rate.\(^{80}\) However, in many cases the probability of detection is, certainly *ex post* (at the sanctioning stage) hard to influence. Since a low probability of detection is therefore often a given, the question in practice therefore only arises *ex post* how to set an efficient sanction given this low detection rate.

---

\(^{80}\) The literature on the trade-off between the detection rate and penalties indicates that, given risk aversion, limits on punishment and the insolvency risk raising the probability of detection may in some cases be more efficient than raising the sanction; see empirically I. Ehrlich, ‘Participation in a Legitimate Activity: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation’ (1973) 81 *Journal of Political Economy*, 521-552. However, when talking about the limits on punishment, we should not ignore that economics does not constitute the only rationale, see H.L.A. Hart, ‘Prolegomenon to the Principles of Punishment’, in: *Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Law*, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978, third reprint, 1-27.
Apart from the use of non-monetary sanctions (due to insolvency or incapacitation), the boundary between criminal and administrative law should be determined by the role of stigma, the need for specialization in enforcement, or further combination of flexibility and complexity of the law.

[Table 1 near here]

This summary can be expressed in a typology of harm protection, as in Table 1. For example, the insolvency problem mentioned above will probably be larger more particularly in the case of large-scale damage or when there is a single harm producer (for whom the amount of harm will easily exceed individual wealth). This causes well-known problems due to the limitation of liability of corporate entities for example. Based on this schedule one can also argue that there may be higher transactions costs involved in achieving an efficient harm reduction level if losses are diffuse across society and losses are expected to continue unless the law is strictly enforced.

Based on the previously mentioned criteria and this typology of harm production one can thus predict that criminal law will probably be more used (and also has a comparative advantage with respect to other systems) where: (a) the losses are diffuse; (b) the losses are relatively large (and hence insolvency is likely to be a problem).
For acts such as homicide, major wounding, rape and theft these two characteristics may combine. Major incidents can terrify whole neighbourhoods and induce widespread, very costly risk reduction measures on the part of large numbers of citizens. In the case of drug dealing and prostitution the direct losses may be smaller but there may be the prospect of property values over wide areas falling significantly as house-buyers switch to less affected areas.

These are, as we mentioned above, precisely the cases where the deterrent effect of private law will probably fail because the incentives for victims are not aligned with the whole of society (the civil law can not constitute an alternative) and where the insolvency risk will be large (and thus administrative sanctions can not constitute an alternative).

We also propose that the historical evolution of criminal liability might be justified by changes in the nature or economic cost of victimization rather than the usual argument based on enforcement technology. As societies become more urbanized, with more mobility and valuable exchange of goods and services, on one hand, and as economic activities become more specialized and complex on the other hand, it becomes more costly to society to have individuals engaging in activities to avoid potential victimization. Hence imperfect detection by victims becomes more likely thereby strengthening the case for state intervention.81

4. **Implications**

According to the economic approach the design of legal instruments and the rules about their use will be sensitive to social and economic conditions. The response to change may involve adjusting the degree of reliance on criminal law or criminal sanctions. An important implication is that any reform decisions formulated without reference to the underlying economics of the relevant markets may fail to align legal institutions with harm prevention objectives.

There are many areas in which the scope or operation of criminal sanctions is changing or is under review at present. We use the context of corporate law to consider briefly how the economic arguments developed in the previous section of the paper can be deployed in helping explain developments in corporate law. The key questions include why criminal sanctions are used, whether they are being used in isolation, and whether the scale and diffusion of damage can justify a tendency for greater use of criminalization.

4.1 **Sanctions in Corporate Law**

Financial scandals have prompted legislators and law reform agencies to give renewed consideration to the role of criminalisation and criminal sanctions in corporate law. The large scale of the losses suffered by a wide cross section of the population (including shareholders, current and former employees and other stakeholder groups) and the nature of some of the misconduct by corporate executives have been sufficient to induce calls for greater use of criminal sanctions against miscreants. The diffuseness of the losses weakens the effectiveness of private
monitoring and enforcement and strengthens arguments in favour of public enforcement either through regulation or criminalisation.

Only rarely is there any suggestion that the harmful behaviour in question is the product of an intention to cause harm. Like social security fraud, for example, the behaviour is generally motivated by greed and a disregard of the consequences for other people, whether the victims be shareholders, creditors, beneficiaries of a company pension scheme, taxpayers or whoever. The low probability of detection reduces the deterrent power of civil sanctions and increases the attraction of criminalisation.

But other commentators, concerned about the functioning of financial markets and the likely impact of greater criminalisation, have argued that criminalisation would have some negative consequences. Critics of the Sarbanes-Oxley law, drafted to tighten controls in the US on accounting and other financial management to secure better corporate governance and protect individual investors, have argued, for example, that some of its provisions are costly to implement and unproductive.\(^{82}\)

Greater reliance on criminalisation, it is argued, might make executives become unwilling to take (socially-justified) risky decisions and incline them to behave defensively. In addition, the higher standards of evidence required for criminal convictions could substantially raise enforcement costs and make it more difficult to bring sanctions to bear. This would apply particularly if a ‘mens rea’ requirement were included.

\(^{82}\) http://www.inc.com/news/articles/200501/sarbox.html
An explicit effort to configure the boundaries of criminal sanctions within corporate law so as to balance the conflicting demands of ‘better business regulation’ and efficient protection of stakeholders can be found in the review of sanctions in corporate law currently being conducted by the Australian Treasury. In reviewing the range of criminal, civil penalty and civil sanctions currently used in Australian corporate law, the Report refers to the economics-based argument of Easterbrook & Fischel that the objective is to choose sanctions and substantive doctrines that ‘minimise the sum of the losses from (a) undesirable behaviour that the rules permit, (b) desirable behaviour that the laws deter, and (c) the costs of enforcement’.

The implication of this ‘law and economics’ approach is that the decision about criminalisation is an empirical matter of how best to achieve efficiency objectives. Policy choices will reflect a balancing of business compliance cost considerations, arguments about moral standards and the role of stigma, the scale and diffusion of harm, the prospects for success in actions and other aspects of enforcement costs. This is equivalent to arguing that policy makers will identify the various sources of social costs associated with the alternative legal instruments (or combinations of instruments) and choose a solution that minimises the sum of these costs.

4.2 Criminalisation in other areas of law

Broadly similar sorts of arguments apply in a number of areas of law. In recent years in the UK increasing numbers of medical practitioners have been charged with gross...

---

negligence manslaughter in circumstances where their errors have resulted in patient
deaths. A change seemed to occur around 1990 in the interpretation by courts of what
kinds of mistake were to be regarded as constituting ‘gross negligence’ warranting
criminal prosecution as distinct from ‘negligence’ sufficient to trigger civil
compensation.\textsuperscript{85} This gave rise to a shift in the choices made by victims and state
prosecutors as to the circumstances respectively in which they would litigate and
prosecute.

The requirement for indemnity insurance had possibly weakened the incentive for
practitioners to exercise care and internalise external costs. Pursuing criminal
sanctions in cases where the degree of malpractice exceeds significantly the level
triggering a negligence claim provides a second, quite direct deterrent to lapses in
practitioner performance. In practice however few prosecutions have succeeded. The
high evidentiary standards required and the difficulty in establishing that the
behaviour complained of really was of a different order of culpability from that
required to establish negligence in a civil action combined to leave prosecutors
reluctant to bring charges and criminal courts reluctant to find defendants guilty.

A somewhat similar motivation may be discerned in the growing use of criminal
proceedings against seafarers in the context of maritime accidents with potentially
catastrophic effects on the environment. The purpose of introducing criminal
sanctions against seafarers is to remedy the weakness of incentives to bring private

actions in the event of collisions or groundings. This weakness might result from various factors including: diffuseness of damage; seafarers being judgment-proof; and the high costs of pursuing ship-owners based overseas.

Some degree of environmental harm is accepted as a consequence of industrial activities. The application of criminal law in the environmental area tends to be reserved for instances where behaviour exceeds socially acceptable boundaries.86 This is consistent with our approach, but does not make explicit the grounds on where such boundaries are to be drawn. An economic approach, by contrast, can help formulate such requirements. For example agents could be held criminally liable if they cause damage in circumstances where the expected social losses are disproportionate to the incident prevention costs. On the other hand, for many violations of environmental regulations the use of the costly criminal law is not necessary. Minor violations of e.g. a duty to report the substances processed in a factory to administrative authorities could well be sanctioned using administrative law. Social harm is relatively limited, probability of detection may not be that low whereas the gain to the offender from this administrative omission may not be enormous. In those cases an administrative fine could suffice to deter.87

Many jurisdictions have passed laws that make the seriousness of some offences of violence sensitive to context, for example violence in the home and hate crimes.88 An economic approach would justify this decision by looking at the costs imposed by violence on potential victims in the form of self-help or victimization avoidance,

87 See A. Ogus and C. Abott, ‘Sanctions for Pollution: Do we have the Right Regime?’ (2002) 14 Journal of Environmental Law, 283-300 and the same authors arguing that the UK should make more use of administrative law in sanctioning violations of environmental laws on n 69 above.
given a disproportional incidence of these kinds of crimes on women and minorities. These social costs are increasing over time due to the more active participation of women and minorities in the labour market. From an economic perspective we can argue that deterrence of these crimes is growing in importance, not because the scale of physical or psychic harm in individual cases has increased, but because the losses have become more transparent and spread further through their impact on business.

5. Concluding Remarks

The main purpose of this paper has been to demonstrate that an economic approach to criminal law can contribute significantly to the debate about the appropriate scope of criminalization and about the choice of legal form.

The Criminal Justice System (CJS) is costly to operate, but in exchange offers a means of controlling harmful activities that if unchecked would result in very high costs for victims and the wider community. Decisions about extending the scope of the criminal law have to balance the additional costs of running the CJS with the benefits society derives from the savings resulting from reduced prevalence of the harmful activity. The decisions also have to take account of the alternative means of control available. If private or administrative law solutions can provide the requisite degree of control, and can do so at lower cost, then there is likely to be a presumption that they represent a better approach than criminalisation.

An economic perspective on criminalisation focuses attention on the scale of the costs activities impose costs on third parties. Where these costs are high, and exceed the benefits to the first party, the activity may be judged ‘socially harmful’. Having established a prima facie case for control, the economic approach entails weighing the competing claims of a variety of legal and other instruments for controlling such socially harmful activities ranging from exhortation and social norms to civil, administrative and criminal law. The final choice of instrument, or combination of instruments, for purposes of harm control then depends on a number of characteristics of the setting including the structure of transactions and agency costs and also on technology and individual tastes and preferences.

This approach has a number of implications for where and how criminal law is used. It is likely to be particularly effective relative to private law in the control of harm in settings where harm is diffuse, the probability of detection is low or defendants are likely to be judgment proof. The decision about whether an activity should constitute a criminal offence will thus be based on a comparison between alternative methods of controlling the activity and is not, in general, intrinsic to the activity.

Changes in costs, technology, information sets and tastes may prompt reconsideration of how best to control an activity thereby altering the definition of criminal activity or altering the balance between the types of legal instrument used to control it.

The economic model gives greater weight to the costs of an activity to third parties and less weight to the motivation for, or nature of, the activity itself in judging whether a class of actions should be criminalized. The approach is demanding from an empirical perspective since it may require detailed inspection of how markets and
incentives are operating and the scale and structure of costs being faced or experienced by third parties, whether as individual victims or broader groups.

The economic model is not of course alone in offering a framework for the analysis of law and legal reform. It has been used much more widely, thus far, in the analysis of private law. But we argue that it offers wider scope for application to criminal law than has been commonly appreciated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale of damage</th>
<th>Concentrated loss</th>
<th>Diffuse loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>PRIVATE LAW</td>
<td>CRIMINAL/PUBLIC LAW (‘Victimless’ crime e.g. prostitution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE/PUBLIC LAW (Tax evasion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>CRIMINAL/PUBLIC LAW (Murder, rape)</td>
<td>CRIMINAL/PUBLIC LAW (Major environmental offenses)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Typology of harm production

Damage diffusion →